


Planetary registry: Tortuga — former mining Colony of the Interstellar Confederation. Stands out for its 
aggressive environment and fauna. The planet is located inside the neutral buffer zone of Omega sector. 

A rare mineral is being mined there.

Since the miners’ rebellion, the planet has been under control of insurgents and disunited pirate clans. 
Unregistered smugglers private military spaceships have also been spotted. Confederation ships are highly 

discouraged from visiting. 
Many pirates leader want to become the rulers of Tortuga. Only the most famous and influential will succeed.



Planetary hub – where the planet’s power and influence is concentrated. Here you can do everything you 
want – for a price. You can even spread the word about what a powerful pirate you are, as long as you pay 

in a timely fashion.

Whoever conquers this sector gathers all the other pirates to measure who is most powerful and most 
renowned. This will be the new ruler of Tortuga. After the meeting is announced, aggressive actions are strictly 

prohibited. Violators will be instantly obliterated.
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There are a number of poorly guarded mineral warehouses
left on the planet, and local pirates often taking advantage

of their weakness. Plundering such warehouses always pays off
after you sell those minerals on black market.

oooo

What are 
mineral 

markers?
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Local fauna abounds with different creatures and mutants.
Locals call them «monsters». They usually hide in distant corners

of the planet and tracking a monster often takes a long time.

Why should 
you search for 
monsters?
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Some monsters can’t be tamed. In order to gain control
of such monsters, telepathic implant devices are used.
As a result, creatures become obedient to their master.

How 
monsters

are
controlled?
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Imagine a vicious pirate, who is not above getting rid of unneeded 
equipment – and crew. Even during flight, crewmen who are

no longer valuable can sometimes be…lost…out the airlock.
This is generally met with resistance. Breaking obsolete equipment 

apart and getting rid of that is much easier.

Im
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Why are
cards

destroyed?
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There’s a very rare resource found on Tortuga called Helium-3.
Just a drop of it added to the fuel tank allows your spaceship
to reach speed beyond imagination. Unfortunately, this leads

to engine overheating, and it needs some time to cool off.
The resource itself is very hard to acquire.

T
J

What’s a 
Booster?
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Houses Tortuga’s fortifications and Antiaircraft systems.
Local extended-range artillery is able to target

every corner of the planet.

Turrets
sector:
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Tortuga’s planetary trading terminal.
By gaining control of Trading Posts, you control import taxes

and the flow of good on Tortuga. An enviable position.

Trading Post
sector:
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After conquering sectors, the pirates fix vulnerabilities
and also mobilize local militia. Local workers are also

ready to help reinforce your sectors – in their quest for a few
Tortuga-coins. In this way, the sectors grow ever more powerful.

Why does 
the strength 

of sectors 
grow?
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Before the rebellion, this fortress belonged to the Interstellar 
Confederation. It maintained law and order on the planet. It is currently 
controlled by military renegades. There’s a system left in the Fortress that 

allows you to control the most powerful weapon on the planet —
the Orbital cannon – able to obliterate the whole districts in the blink of an eye.th

Fortress
sector
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Science facility in distant sector of the planet.
Controlled by a mysterious Professor.

They say he learned how to work without rest
and doesn’t sleep at all. But, these are just rumors

Research Lab 
sector
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Mines are at the heart of the colony’s rebellion. Its local mineral 
has extremely high export value. This sector is controlled by

the Miner clan. They say that Miners value those who can help
their cause above all others. Their leader will assist whoever

has the most value to offer.

M

Mining
sector
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The Vortex is an orbital anomaly above one of Tortuga’s
industrial sectors – currently under control of a shadow

mercenary clan. They say an AI, which was researching this
anomaly for last several years, has learned to predict the future.

Vortex
sector
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Welcome to the most beautiful planet for those like you!
Clean air, rich culture and a whole lot a trouble! Let’s dock’n’roll,

and welcome to Tortuga!
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